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Abstract: In personalized web information gathering, for the knowledge description ontology term is use. Mainly ontology used for acquires knowledge, share, reuse and increase relations description of knowledge. Paper shows different problems and searching techniques also related work shows working of different authors on ontology. Main work of ontology is to gather web information based on keywords that may be local repository or global repository. Initialization of information gathering is beginning according to user profile. Also section covers basic architecture of ontology which focuses on overall information gathering. Learning concept extract the information in structured format for unstructured input.
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1. Introduction

In a recent, Ontology is an interested concept in a computer science. Ontology which is used for representing the knowledge as a concept [1]. Firstly, we are capable of collecting maximum degree of data from various web sites. Those data is set as a concept in a domain and the relationship assigned between those Concepts. We get it understood that ontology is a structural framework for arranging information which is used in different engineering fields like System Engineering, Software Engineering, Semantic Web, Artificial Intelligence[2].

Ontology firstly was a philosophical concept, but afterwards it was used in computer science. Ontology used for acquire knowledge share, reuse and increase relations description of knowledge. Presently, CAS (Chinese Academy of Science) developed a large commonsense knowledge base "Pangu system", [4] which uses ontology for understanding relation between concepts. Ontology is representing knowledge in the form of general description and specification. It provides a relevant data to be communicated between users and system. By using ontology, system can able to find out meanings of words and phrases and able to differentiate information by using concepts based techniques rather than keywords based techniques.

Ontology is defined by web intelligence community as important techniques which are used for web information gathering [3]. Many researchers now days started concentrating on semantic web for realizing the concept of “knowledge representation”[5]. Intelligent agents use Semantic web to performing complex actions for the users. Ontology plays an initial role in semantic web which share relevant data to the users. By definition, an “Ontology is An explicit and formal specification of a conceptualization” [5].Collecting large amount of useful data from the web is become the one of the challenge for the users. Users are satisfied from web according their interest. So, we need create detail information of user’s background knowledge. Getting information individually depends on their knowledge description and formalization which is called as ontology based searching. If we define the Main object of this Web is Increasing information Gathering Performance to collect information from the web which called ontological user profiles. By using Secret Algorithm Which take information from both global and local base repositories to show user profiles. Secret Algorithm is created by getting feedback from users on the base of their interest [2].

1.1 General Problems

We observed Information Mismatching and overloading these are the general problems in ontology model for web information gathering:

- **Information Mismatching**: Users are not satisfy from current web information gathering systems because most of systems based on keyword matching mechanism so it missed valuable information at time of information gathering. Which occurred the same topics but represented different syntactic.
- **Overloading**: the same word represent different meaning so if we search specific word we get lot of meaning of that word. E.g. Apple which use for fruit and iMac computer [6].

1.2 Searching Techniques

Keyword based and concept based techniques are used in ontology model for searching information.

- **Keyword based technique**: It compares the feature vector of documents and Queries if both features match with each other then user satisfy his need.
• Concept based technique: This technique match the semantic concept of documents with those Queries [6].

2. Related Work

In [7] author proposed an ontology model for gathering web information which representing user background knowledge by constructing local as well as global search from local instance repository and world knowledge based respectively. Also they compared proposed model with existing baseline model and it showed that proposed model work better due to combination of local and global search. But still there is a issues related investigate the method that generate user local repositories to match the global base.

Xiaohui Tao, Yuefeng Li, and Ning Zhong [11] also provide solution for global and local knowledge in single computational model is available by proposed ontology model. Here main method is to design of web information gathering system. Functions provided by this model are Information Retrieval, web Intelligence, Recommendation Systems, and Information Systems. So here problem comes for content based descriptors for large volume of documents. Here author focus on method that generate local instance repositories to match the representation of global knowledge base. And this method uses strategies like ontology mapping and text classification. Hence author’s ontology model sets here experimental set up and used TREC-11 filtering track to evaluate method of persistent user profiles. Focused crawler is developed to extract only the relevant web pages of interested topic from the Internet [12]. For retrieving web pages semantic search technique is used and to finding the web page content KMP algorithm is referred. Here parameters considered are Speed, Query Processing time, accuracy, multidimensional mining, parallel processing, and efficiency. Author’s model provides solution to emphasizing global and local knowledge in a single computational model.

For e-Government ontology model has three parts: Process meta-model, Organ meta-model, Document meta-model. Process meta-model use of different objects such as flow, function, router and control object [13].

Author Satya Bhanu Jonnalagadda, A. Sravani, Prof. S. V. Achutha Rao implemented semantic relationships ontology model algorithm which is proposed for representing user background knowledge for gathering for web information gathering. Personalized ontologism is constructed by extracting world knowledge and discovering background knowledge from local instance repositories work [2].

3. Related Work

Ontology learning is also called as ontology extraction and it is related with a subtask of information extraction. The main aim of information extraction is to automatically extract structured information from unstructured and / or semi structured documents. Ontology learning is to semi-automatically extract relevant concepts and relation between them in a group which create Ontology [7].

3.1 Local Profiles

We need to create user profiles by collecting personal data of each user which is used in web information gathering. It represents the identity of users. User profiles include description of the characteristics of person [7]. In next section we will go through concepts of some models which are necessary to create user profiles in ontology.

User profiles are divided into three groups:

1) Interviewing
2) Semi-interviewing
3) Non-interviewing

3.2 Models

3.2.1 Ontology Model

In this model, the input was a topic and output was display the data based on user interest. The global and local database it can be linked by using an id. For example in local database if person interested in cricket but he like Indian team so related to Indian team he create his own profile. When that person searches in global database he can get accurate information about Indian team instead of cricket as common search. In this proposed model query execution time and navigation cost is reduced [7].

3.2.2 Category Model

Category model is demonstrated by using non-interviewing user profiles. It creates user profile without involving user but it creates user profile by using a set of weighted subjects learned from user’s browsing history. In this model there were no relations used like is-a, part-of, related-to and no ontology mining performed. In OBIWAN Model ,When an OBIWAN agent receives the search results for a given topic, it filters and re-ranks the results based on their semantic similarity with the subjects. The similar documents are awarded and re-ranked higher on the result list [7].
3.2.3 Golden Model: TREC Model
Interviewing user profiles is to demonstrate by TREC Model which reflects on user concept. TREC Model is used to read relevant information to the given user request. TREC Model looks for the interested topic of the web users and judged each as relevant or non-relevant to the topic. Relevant judgment is provided. Users profile gives an idea about user’s personal interests; TREC Model uses set of documents and user profiles for making judgment [9].

3.2.4 Baseline Model: Web Model
The web model was the implementation of typical semi interviewing user profiles [9]. In this model user profile is acquired from web by employing search engine.

3.2.5 Global Knowledge Representation
In this model user background knowledge is extracted from a world knowledge base which is encoded from the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). LCSH is used for retrieval of information. World knowledge mainly focuses on the accurateness and effectiveness for representation of set of facts within knowledge domain [7].

4. Methodology
We have used two methodologies:

1) TF-IDF
2) Cosine Similarity

4.1 TF-IDF
In information retrieval, the term frequency-Inverse document frequency also called TF-IDF, is used for calculating how important is a word in a document. TF-IDF is convert textual representation of information into a vector space model.

It is composed by four terms:

Step 1: Calculate term frequency, which is the number of times a word occurs in a document.
Step 2: The normalized term frequency, which is the number of times a word, appears in a document, divided by the total number of words in that documents. For example: In document 1 the term t1 occurs 2 times and the total number of terms in the document 1 is 20. Hence the normalized term frequency is 2/20=0.1 for term t1 in document 1.
Step 3: Then the inverse document frequency, which is computed as the logarithm of the number of the documents in the corpus divided by the number of documents where the term t1 appears.
Step 4: Finally compute TF*IDF Weight.

4.2 Cosine Similarity
The cosine similarity is used for measuring similarity between two documents. It depends on envisioning user preferences as points in space and user interest as points in an N-dimensional space. Now imagine two lines from the origin, or point (0,0,…,0), to each of these two points. When two users are similar, they’ll have similar ratings, and so will be relatively close in space at least; they will be in roughly the same direction from the origin. The angle formed between these two lines will be relatively small. In contrast, when the two users are dissimilar, their points will be distant, and likely in different directions from the origin, forming a wide angle. This angle can be used as the basis for a similarity metric in the same way that the Euclidean distance was used to form a similarity metric. In this case, the cosine of the angle leads to a similarity value. If we are rusty on trigonometry, we need to remember to understand this is that the cosine value is always between –1 and 1: the cosine of a small angle is near 1, and the cosine of a large angle near 180 degrees is close to –1. This is good, because small angles should map to high similarity, near 1, and large angles should map to near –1.

Cosine Similarity is same as TF-IDF but only one extra step perform in cosine similarity rather than TF-IDF Algorithm. Extra step measure similarity between two documents.

Cosine Similarity Algorithm given below:

Step 1: Calculate TF.
Step 2: Normalized TF.
Step 3: Calculate IDF.
Step 4: Calculate TF*IDF.
Step 5: perform Cosine Similarity on Documents.

How to calculate cosine similarity between two documents given below:

The set of documents in a collection then is viewed as a set of vectors in a vector space. Each term will have its own axis. Using the formula given below we can find out the similarity between any two documents.

Cosine Similarity (d1, d2) = Dot product (d1, d2) / ||d1|| * ||d2||

Dot product (d1, d2) = d1 [0] * d2 [0] + d1 [1] * d2 [1] * … * d1 [n] * d2 [n]

||d1|| = square root (d1 [0]2 + d1 [1]2 + ... + d1 [n] 2)
||d2|| = square root (d2 [0]2 + d2 [1]2 + ... + d2 [n] 2)

5. System Architecture
We have implement two mechanism for constructing ontology model. In this system, we can retrieve user search query from both database i.e. World Knowledge Database and Local Database by using any one mechanism.
Implemented system architecture given below:

![System Architecture](image)

**Figure 4: System Architecture**

The world knowledge and local user repositories are used in the implemented system. World knowledge is commencing knowledge acquired by people from experience and education. An local instance users repository users personal collection of information items from a world knowledge base here we constructed personalized ontologisms by adopting user feedback on interesting knowledge, a multi-dimensional ontology mining method TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity is introduced in the implemented model for analyzing concepts specified in the ontologisms the users local instance repositories are then used to background knowledge and to populate the personalized ontologism.

**6. Results**

We have analyzed performance of our implemented techniques such as TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity by considering two factors for performance analysis i.e. Precision-Recall and Execution Time. In TF-IDF, it simply compute weight for search query in each documents and display all documents which is related search query. But, in cosine Similarity, We have used Dot Product which estimates similarity between two documents.

**6.1 Precision-Recall**

After performing the implementation the result computed is as shown in the following figures. We have used the different user request for both mechanisms one by one and depending on that the result calculated with the precision-recall has been shown in figure 5. In fig. 5 shows, X-axis denotes Recall and Y-axis denotes Precision. We have find out that the precision of cosine similarity mechanism is better than the TF-IDF mechanism.

**Figure 5: Precision-Recall**

![Precision-Recall Graph](image)

**6.2 Execution Time**

After performing the implementation the result computed is as shown in the following figures. We have used the different user request for both mechanisms one by one and depending on that the result calculated with the Execution Time has been shown in figure 6. In this graph, X-axis denotes number of documents and Y-axis denotes execution time. We have find out that the execution time of cosine similarity mechanism is improved than the TF-IDF mechanism.

**Figure 6: Execution Time**
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**6.3 Compare TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity Mechanism**

Here, we have compared to major techniques such as Cosine similarity and TF-IDF. Generally cosine similarity mechanism having ability to provide relevant documents with the help of dot product. So that they can provide exact information which related to the user request.

**Figure 7: Compare TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity**

![Compare TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity Graph](image)
7. Conclusion and Future Scope

An Ontology Model is implemented for representing user background knowledge for personalized web information gathering. The model constructs user personalized ontologies by extracting world knowledge from global database and discovering user background knowledge from user local instance repositories. Ontology mining methods, TF-IDF and Cosine Similarity, is introduced for user background knowledge discovery. And finally conclude that Cosine Similarity is better than TF-IDF mechanism by using different performance parameters. The future work can be implementation of improved Cosine Similarity mechanism for multi domain approach. The future work can be analyzing the performance of improved mechanism with difference set of performance parameters like efficiency, throughput and consistency, etc.
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